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Wedding Guide and Tips - #1 Getting Started is the first
in a series of ebooks by JamesAngelo. This ebook will
provide you with practical and insightful information
regarding the process of creating, developing and
orchestrating your wedding.
My background in project management has enabled me
to achieve successful weddings through utilizing the
steps of determining a budget, creating a structure,
developing contingencies, developing tools to
processing and evaluating outcomes. I will guide you
through various subjects and concepts with references
from my successful weddings and events.
I love working with couples! I especially love infusing
their personalities into their special day. I believe a bride can achieve a special wedding
day at any budget.
Enjoy reading and if you have any specific questions you want to ask me, please conact
me at my email or website denoted in the book.
Oh...by the way...Congratulations!

Do you want to download or read a book? - Our thoughts, emotions and feelings act as a
powerful magnet, attracting circimstances into our lives. Whether these circimstances are
positive or negative, is completely dependent on how we think!This is the sixth of seven
articles in our continuing series covering the core seven Universal Laws. The focus of
this article is the sixth Law - the Law of Attraction.Law of AttractionSimply stated, the
Law of Attraction says that we attract into our lives, that upon which we place our
dominant thoughts. In other words, if we focus predominantly on abundance, solutions
and positive outcomes then that is exactly what we will attract back into our lives.
Nice!There is a dangerous flip side to this law however - if we focus on lack, problems
and negative outcomes, then that is exactly what we will attract.You may have heard of
Earl Nightingale. Known today as the father of modern day self-help, Earl, while working
in the insurance business back in the mid 1950's, cut a record called 'The Strangest

Secret'. The purpose of this record was to provide some training for his staff while he was
traveling on business. Earl's strangest secret was simply this:"We become what we think
about most of the time!"This 'secret' aligns perfectly with the Law of Attraction and acts
as a constant reminder that we must learn to control our thoughts. Truthfully, our own
thoughts are the only things in life over which we have complete control. The challenge
is to keep them in control and not let them run rampant with negativity.For an example of
the power of the Law of Attraction, you need look no further than your own life. Have
you ever had one of those days, where everything seems to go wrong? From the cold
shower to the burnt toast to the traffic ticket on the way to the office, to the grouchy boss,
to the difficult customer, we have all experienced those days. It all starts with the way we
think. Our thought patterns attract the first negative experience. This experience then puts
us in a negative frame of mind which works to attract further "bad" situations. The more
we focus on the "bad day" we are having, the worse things get! The solution is to change
our frame of reference. Take the negative emotions and change them to be either positive
or at least neutral. Look for the lesson in every situation. Learning to laugh at ourselves is
another great way to change our reference point. If we break the cycle of negativity,
things will begin to turn around almost immediately.What You Can DoThere are two
things that you can start doing immediately that will help you to harness the awesome
power of the Law of Attraction:1. Ask yourself the question: "Do I focus on Lack or
Abundance (or stated another way, 'Am I problem-focused or solution-focused")? If you
answered, 'Lack / Problems' then set out to immediately change your frame of reference.
Change your habits and thought patterns to be more positive and solution-focused.2. Take
full responsibility for whatever is happening in your life, be it good or bad. You have
attracted the good as well as the bad, so taking responsibility will allow you to make the
choice to change your thinking.Positive thinking on it's own will not solve all of your
problems, however it is one of a series of things that we all have the power to implement
which will get us on the path to leading the life we want. - Read a book or download
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Wedding Guide & Tips: #1 Getting Started pdf kaufen? - Organising your activities
ahead of time can really be a great advantage. In this way, we can take an ample amount

of moments, making the right strategies that will be implemented on the gathering. There
are so many elements that we should give consideration to and neglecting just even one
of it will ultimately result into a disturbance. That's why as a party planner ourselves; we
have to be sorted out with our movement and always maintain complete control in
performing any task. Choosing the right venue for your occasion can play a big part in
making an impact on your guests. Whichever location you intend to settle on, make sure
that it will present a comfortable as well as a delightful period to all of your guests. Your
site preference should also depend on the kind of gathering you would want to possess.
Weddings and birthdays for example are best held out in the open since it offers a much
wider space for your visitors where they can roam around and relish the beauty of nature.
Furthermore, outdoor occasions help in revealing the real meaning of every occasion. The
attractive sceneries that outdoors can offer are extremely one of a kind. It's actually nice
to try new things and discover new locations every now and then. Besides, a remarkable
bash needs not just with the best tasting food but with an incredible place as well.If you
need to go for a unique and more pleasurable experience, why not try having dinner or
other special occasion held outdoors? With this, you will only require beautiful
adornments as well as floral ornaments to set-up the perfect ambience for your party. You
can also install speaker system on the area to enhance the overall motif and get
everybody dancing to the beat. And during the evening, it is important that your site must
be perfectly illuminated. You can obtain spotlight hire services to assist you with this set
up. Also, be careful in handling these kinds of equipment and constantly examine the
electrical wirings as well as power sources before using them. Find a terrific area to
install these devices and make sure to put them somewhere that will create a nice
influence and eventually highlight the setting. Do not forget to decorate the trees as well
as the pathways with many other lighting materials to add more emphasis on the big
event. Always express your ingenuity and never hesitate to explore new methods of
accomplishing a magnificent occasion. You just need to consult an expert from the
spotlight hire services to show you some points on what type of light to use. There are
actually a number of lighting materials ranging from different sizes, forms, colours and
designs. And it would all depend on your requirements and your standard as to what sort
of spotlight hire to use.But if you do want to decide on a party hire company, be sure to
check on the accessibility as well as the condition of the spotlight hire they offer. It will
be an incredible move if you will examine equipment first for its functionality before
trying to employ them. As you know, a remarkable party would also depend on the kinds
of accessories used so be smart on entrusting the big event and find only the finest in the
business! Party hire Melbourne has existed for decades, providing their services to tons of
party hosts. You won't have trouble dealing with your expenses since they deliver their
merchandise at a very economical price. With the most prestigious and the most
trustworthy party hire company around, you will definitely be confident in reaching a
stunning celebration. -Download quickly, without registration

